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My First Archery Turkey Hunt…
With My Dad Tim Hardin
By Warren Hardin
After stopping to get some camo from my Dad’s friend Mike Pawlawski,
Host of Gridiron outdoors Go Wild Camo,we drove three more hours
north to Oakland and arrive around 12:00 midnight. We would be staying
at the home of one of Dad’s friend’s for the weekend.
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President’s Message-by Wayne Raupe
Here we are a few days before tax day... and isn't THAT just one
of our favorite days! Just a reminder that Kathy Budding is the
Chairperson of CBH/SAA's California Archery Foundation, a 501(c)3, and all donations are tax deductible. So if you make donations for tax deductible reasons or just for a GOOD reason please
consider this as an option for next year… and you can start now.
David Bacon is continuing to update, make additions and changes
to our new web-site. Last month I failed to provide you with the
"NEW" web address cbhsaa.azurewebsites.net. It is NOT
what you are used to seeing, i.e... it is not the ".net" web address. However, just like as before you can Google cbhsaa and the link will pop up and it is the first
one in the results. Please see David's article elsewhere in this issue for a better explanation and just know
the "net" is not as secure as our new site as it is a stand-alone site specifically for us with much greater
security. So, when you are attempting to reach our web-site with "cbhsaa" be sure to click on the one
within the new address.
Several CBH/SAA turkey hunters have already been successful this year. To name just a few... Tim Hardin and his son Warren. You can find their pictures and articles elsewhere in this issue. Congratulations
to all those who were successful. Please send in your pictures.
I am again asking for your contributions to your magazine so please send in tournament photos, hunting
photos with captions and/or stories.
Zack Walton was asked to give two presentations this past weekend, which included Measuring and Field
Judging of animals at the Redding Sportsman Expo at the Redding Civic Center. He was also given a
booth for the Big Game Club (BGC) and CBH/SAA for his efforts. This was a chance to give CBH/SA
exposure in northern California so he contacted the BGC Committee for help manning the booth. It was
an 8.5 hour drive from my home and Joe Wylie drove 3.5 hours from his home up to Redding to help out.
Terry Mikesell and Steve were also there bright and early Saturday and Sunday morning. Terry also
pointed out to me that I was handing out the old rack cards, which had the "OLD" CBH/SAA dues noted
on it. Dang it!!! I got myself in a position where Terry was able to correct me... again!! She says she
gets no pleasure in doing so but the twinkle in her eyes, the smile on her face tells me that deep in her
heart she LOVES IT!!! But then... I must also admit that I like it when she sticks it to me... it keeps me
young don't ja know! :-) Gilbert Olivas drove 3 hours from his home in Stockroom to come up and support our effort for a few hours.
I want to thank all of the volunteers who worked the booth or stopped by to visit. I know it is time out of
your day but it is important. You make it fun! Thank you! :-)
It always amazes me how many long time bowhunters have no clue that CBH/SAA exists and that we
have been fighting for them since 1943. I spoke with a gentleman in his 70s who had been bow hunting
in Nor-Cal for almost 60 years and he had never heard of us. Ergo... it is quite obvious that we, CBH/
SAA officers and members have not been doing a good job in spreading the word about CBH/SAA. Additionally I have a feeling that the archery pro-shops aren't discussing it with their customers as
well. With this in mind, I will be visiting most of the pro-shops in the state to see what we, as an organization, can do to help them help our cause. CBH/SAA, and archery in California, needs the individual
member, the local archery clubs and the local archery pro-shops to work together to grow our membership and grow our strength so we can protect the sport we love.
Until next time… be safe, shoot as often as you can & enjoy this sport. Always remember, no matter what kind of stick
you shoot or bow you bend, we must remain one united and strong FAMILY… or we fall!
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The New vs. the Old Web-Sites
Let me take a moment to explain… the cbhsaa.net is just the domain name, a placeholder if you will. The domain name simply points to the location where the actual
website files are located. In this case, azurewebsites.net. The full address is
cbhsaa.azurewebsites.net. Azure is the name given to Microsoft’s Cloud presence. CBH has its own cloud space within Microsoft’s Cloud. In other words, we have
our own web server and database server. There are quite a few advantages to this, the
most important one being security. Since we are no longer in a shared server with hundreds or even thousands of other websites, there is no danger that another website on
the server will be hacked which would put CBH at risk. This also means that if our system were attacked, they have to get past Microsoft first. Another advantage is that we
have unlimited space to grow and almost unlimited resources that we can dedicate to
the website and database servers. The biggest advantage is that the physical servers and
their software are all owned and operated directly by Microsoft. The largest software
company in the world. Operating system and security updates are done by Microsoft
personnel and constantly kept up to date. If we were to lose a server, it would be replicated instantly with little or no measurable downtime.
The old website was originally located on a shared server owned by Yahoo which has
been sold to a company in South America and has all its server located in India. The
new website is located in Washington state just outside of Seattle and Geo Replicated to
servers in upstate New York. Even if the entire state of Washington were wiped off the
map, the website would still be up and running in New York.
Technology. The old website was simple HTML, which means that it was a set of static
pages connected by hyperlinks (1980’s Technology). The new site is an ASP.Net Web
Application using the .Net Framework and Microsoft Azure as its backbone. There is
really no comparison between the two when it comes to its capabilities or security. I
guess you could say it is like the difference between a 1970’s Pinto compared to a top
of the line 2016 SUV with 4-wheel drive and all the bells and whistles.
Cost. Yes, it does cost a little more than our previous hosting, about $60 a year but well
worth it.
I hope this helped to explain the changes. If not, please feel free to contact me for
more information.
Thank you,
David Bacon
CBH/SAA Webmaster
DSI Software Solutions
909-217-4441
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Legislative Information

The next Fish and Game Commission (FGC) meeting will be April 13 and 14th in Santa Rosa. Agenda items of interest, 26. Adopt proposed changes to mammal hunting regulations (Section 265, et al., Title 14, CCR)
27. Waterfowl hunting (A) Certify California Environmental Quality Act document (B) Adopt proposed changes to
regulations (Sections 502 and 507, Title 14, CCR) 28. Request for authorization to publish notice of intent to amend
upland game bird regulations (Section 300, et al., Title 14, CCR) 29. Nonlead ammunition
(A) Department update on the implementation of AB 711 (Chap. 742, Stats. 2013) (B) Request for authorization to
publish notice of intent to establish a nonlead ammunition coupon program (Section 250.2, Title 14, CCR)
30. Request for authorization to publish notice of intent to amend Department lands pass regulations
(Section 550, et al., Title 14, CCR) 31. Discussion of proposed changes to Commission meeting procedures regulations (Section 665, Title 14, CCR) 32. Non-marine items of interest from previous meetings
(A) Action on petitions for regulation change received at previous meetings I. Presentation by the California Trappers Association concerning petition to reconsider bobcat trapping regulations (B) Action on non-regulatory requests received at previous meetings (C) Other 33. Receive Department presentation concerning the Conservation
Plan for Gray Wolves in California.
The next Wildlife Resources meeting was to be held May 18th in Sacramento. No agenda posted at this time.
The two Commissioners sitting on this Committee have resigned. Commissioner Anthony Williams has been assigned to the Committee.
The 2016 Legislative Cycle began in January. Bills submitted last year that was granted 2 years to complete will
have action or defeated. New bills can also be introduced but must be completed this year.
Bills to watch: and current positions.
AB499 Cooley, amend Fish and Game Code 4370, archery season in regards to Concealed firearms permit holders.
To meet legislative deadline, AB 499 must be heard in Senate Natural Resources and Water Committee by April
22nd.
AB290 Bigelow, amend Fish and Game Code 3953, Big Game Account related to pigs. At their October 8th meeting, the California Fish and Game Commission made it clear that they have no intention at this time to make any
changes to current wild pig regulations. As such, expect activity on AB 290 to ramp up immediately after the New
Year. To remain viable in the second year of the two-year Session, AB 290 will have to be heard in Assembly Policy Committee by January 15th. In the meantime, Gaines & Associates is working closely with Assembly Member
Bigelow and his staff this fall to address the concerns of our clients.
AB665 Frazier, amend Fish and Game Code 203.1 and add sections 200.5 & 200.6, clarifies authority to Fish and
Game Commission on Hunting and Fishing. To meet legislative deadline, AB 665 must be heard in Assembly Appropriations Committee and passed to the Floor by January 22nd.
AB395 Gallagher, amend Fish and Game Code 3004.5, Lead ammunition, eliminate phase in wording. AB 395 will
have to be heard in Assembly Policy Committee by January 15th to remain viable in 2016.
CBHSAA lobbyist, Bill Gaines through his special reports will keep us informed on the above bills and any that
may be modified later. His Special Reports will be posted on the CBHSAA website under legislative link and distributed to legislative reps that I have email addresses for.
Robert
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Thank You for your Donations to the
CBHSAA Legislative Defense Fund!
By Robert Moore Legislative Coordinator
I want to thank those that have donated funds to our Legislative Defense Fund. With your donations,
you’re Legislative Team, representing the six DFG Regions, can attend important meetings and react to
issues that are impacting our sport. We can also meet our Financial Obligations to Gaines and Associates
who represent us in the state capital, at all DFG meetings, and up and down the state when and where
needed. Their goals are to promote wildlife conservation and protect our archery and hunting heritage
within the state political system. However, we are, and always will be, responsible for all costs over and
above their obligation to us. That is, when CBH/SAA has to retain a legal team to protect us and our
sport, it will be at our expense. This is why your donations are so important to the Legislative Defense
Fund in any amount you can afford.
Clubs, Regions, Organizations and Businesses may show the amount of their contributions as a way to
inspire others to do the same.
Again, I would like to thank those listed below in addition to those that donated previously for their support.
This Month’s Donations include:
Archery Clubs, Regions, Organizations and Businesses:
Kern River Archers, $500
Yuba Sutter Bowhunters, $400
Antelope Archers, $240
Individuals:
J M Barth, Wes Babcock, $20, Bruce Robertson, Angel Yarnell, $100
Joe and Joan Becker, $100, Gilbert Olivas, $50, Wm Eskridge, $15
Jeremiah Smith
Tournament Donations/Other:
Diablo Bowmen Archery Club, $114
San Francisco Archers, $82
Monthly donations
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On Saturday morning we head out to a ranch owned by Josh,one of
Dad’s buddies. We decided that my Dad and I would split up and
hunt in different places. Dad would go to his usual spot and Josh
and I would go to a different location. As we drove toward our intended blind we spot a tom and two hens. We decide to turn around
and head to a blind that was near their location. After we got into
the blind and sat there for a little I was able to call one hen and the
tom over to us. Upon seeing our decoy the tom broke off from the
hen and immediately started to destroy the decoy which was about
20 yards from the blind. The tom went crazy jumping around, clawing, bashing and pecking at the decoy. It was actually stupid and
amazing at the same time. After the tom calmed down a bit I took
the shot and it was a clean pass through. The tom didn’t even know
what happened and acted like it hadn’t even been hit. All it did was
jump a little and stare at the decoy. Like the decoy had hurt it. I
couldn’t believe it. It was just like… that tom was the dumbest bird
ever. I quickly knocked another arrow and shot it a second time.
Now here is the thing, my dad and I were both using “Gravedigger”
mechanical broadheads. Where, upon impact, two long blades open
up and make it a more lethal broadhead. After I shot it the second
time, it jumped and flapped around and clawed at the decoy a little
bit and then wobbled up a small ledge. We waited for five or ten
minutes and then we left the blind. I snuck up on it and just for
good measure I shot it again.
After taking my turkey back to the truck we went to check on Dad.
The only luck he had was bad luck! That is, two coyotes came into
Dad’s blind location and scared every single turkey in that area
away. However, he wasn’t to upset because he really wanted to kill a
coyote as that is one of the animals he hasn’t killed. Again bad luck
struck as the coyotes circled down wind and caught his scent and
took off.
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We packed up Dad’s gear and headed back to the place where we
were staying. On the way there, Dad realized that he had left his
glasses back at his blind. So back to the blind we went. He got his
glasses and on the way back out Josh decided to see if there were
any turkeys near one of his other setups. We neared the area and
stopped and called to see if any toms would respond, and they did!
We circled around to the other side of the area and got setup. We
called for about 10 minutes and all the while we were getting an immediate responses from one lone tom. The tom finally shows himself and he walked down the hill to a barbwire fence. There was a
massive hole in the fence he could have walked through but instead
of going toward the hole he went straight to the fence. When he got
to the fence he followed the fence the opposite direction from the
hole. So after calling for another 20 minutes or so he finally decided
to go under the fence and walked up to the decoys. The tom was
looking for love and he was putting his best moves on the “jake”.
Dad couldn’t shoot because the tom was facing us and any movement would have sent the tom running off. Dad couldn’t move. So
Dad had to wait for it to settle down and turn away. Instead settling
down the tom turned away from the jake and immediately went to
the hen and started his courtship all over again. Dad was able to
draw his bow when the tom turned his head to look away. The tom
was broadside so Dad took the shot and the tom just straight up
falls over… unlike mine! We packed up the gobbler and our gear
and head down to breakfast. Dad and Josh just had some eggs and
other stuff. As for me, I was really pumped and needed something
to calm me down so I ordered 12 pieces of “French Toast”!! What a
great experience and a great first turkey hunt!!! Thanks Dad!
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History of the D Category Whitney Hill Award
By Jerry Maytum

I am a Big Game Club member who worked for a Whitney-Hill Award for over 35 years. Last season I finally shot an antelope which gives me 12 different species with 9 of them meeting the record
book minimum. Finally, I am eligible for the “D Category” Whitney-Hill Award at the 2017 awards banquet. Here is a little history of the CBH Big Game Club’s highest award.
The Whitney-Hill Award was conceived by CBH Big Game Club member Rodney York in 1982. His
original design consisted of categories A, B & C. CBH BGC member Doug Walker conceived the D category after Rodney’s proposal. The Big Game Committee ratified the Whitney-Hill Award with all four
categories on January 16, 1983
The Category D is considered the Grand Slam Award. To qualify, the CBHBGC applicant would
need to harvest all ten (10) eligible species from the eleven species listed below. Seven (7) of the species needed to meet the record book minimum and the other three are recorded as “Species credit
only”. The ranking is stated as 10-7. The original award consisted of these eligible animals, with their
respective scores:
1. Black Bear
2. Mule Deer
3. Non Typical Mule Deer
4. Blacktail Deer
5. Non Typical Blacktail Deer
6. Wild Pigs
7. Cougar
8. Santa Cruz Island Merino Sheep
9. Catalina Island Spanish Goat
10. Pronghorn Antelope
11. Coyote
12. Bobcat
13. Turkey

15
90
100/10
75
85/9
17
11 (Closed to hunting after 2-28-1972)
100
85
57 (limited draw animal)
Species Credit Only
Species Credit Only
Species Credit Only

The D Category Whitney Hill Award has had controversies because it has evolved through at least 15
changes since its conception. Some of the changes are: Two species were added in 1987.Wild pigs became Island Hogs and Mainland Hogs making them two separate species instead of one and mule deer
were separated into two species- Mule Deer and Pacific Hybrid Deer. That year the qualifications for the
D Category award were also changed from 10-7 to 12-9.
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Then in 1990-the three species of elk and the Desert Bighorn Sheep were added to the list bringing the
total to 17 species. These new animals are limited draw animals (like the antelope) so they are not a
required species for the award but they could be used as “Bonus” or substitute animals for the award.
You no longer need to harvest all of the eligible species for the award. The ranking is still 12-9.
Some other changes were minimum record book scores to individual species. The Island Hog was raised
from 17 to 20 inches. Mainland hogs was raised from 17 to 23 inches. The black bear was raised from
15 to 16 inches and Catalina Island goat was lowered from 85 to 80 inches. The hunters who harvested
the book animals at the time of their lower scores are not required to harvest larger animals.
The mountain Lion has been closed to hunting since 2-28-1972 but it counts as a species for those
members who harvested one before the closing date. Catalina Island was closed to goat hunting in 1990
and in 1997 Santa Cruz Island was closed to sanctioned hunting. This brought a close to the three species that were eligible from the islands. Only hunters that had harvested all three island species before
they were closed are eligible for the D Category Award. In 1997, the turkey was also changed to a measurable species. It was no longer considered” species credit only.” The ranking for the award was
changed to 12-10.
After Santa Cruz Island closed, the committee no longer accepted animals from the islands as record
book animals. Members who did not enter their island animals before 1997 can now only enter their
island animal for species credit only.
There were a handful of people who still had permission to hunt the hogs on Santa Cruz Island. It was
decided, since island animals are no longer taken on sanctioned hunts-those hunters harvesting the
hogs from Santa Cruz Island after 1997 could enter their hogs into the record book as Mainland Hogs.
In 2003, the committee changed the turkey back to” species credit only” forth D Category Award. The
ranking was also changed back to 12-9, like it was before 1997.The hunter will be able to enter their
turkey into the record book like all other species but will only receive species credit towards this award.
Today the current list of species with their respective scores is:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Black Bear
Mule Deer
Non Typical Mule Deer
Blacktail Deer
Non Typical Blacktail Deer
85/5
Pacific Hybrid Deer
Non Typical Pacific Hybrid Deer
Mainland Hogs
Island Hogs
Cougar
Santa Cruz Island Merino Sheep

16
90
100/5
75
80
90/5
23
20
11 (Closed to hunting after 2-28-1972)
100
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12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
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Catalina Island Spanish Goat
Pronghorn Antelope
Coyote
Bobcat
Turkey
Non Typical Turkey
American Elk
Non Typical American Elk
Tule Elk
Non Typical Tule Elk
Roosevelt’s Elk
Non Typical Roosevelt’s Elk
Desert Bighorn Sheep
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80
57
Species Credit Only
Species Credit Only
7
7
120
134/7
120
134/7
120
134/7
Any Legal Ram

There have been eight people to receive the D Category Award. Six of these awards were earned under
“special circumstances” or as a result of the changes to the award qualifications: The first two awards
were given at the Banquet on the same day the committee ratified the award and both of them had
special circumstances.
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

The first person received his award in 1983 with an Island Hog that measured 19-9/16 instead of 20-0/16 inches.
The second person received his award in 1983 after harvesting a “dual-kill” antelope and
his black bear scored 15-9/16 instead of 16-0/16 inches.
The third one received his award in 2007 when he harvested his “Bonus Animal” – A Tule
Elk. He had already taken an antelope so he replaced his species credit Mule Deer with a
record book Elk. He never harvested a book mule deer.
The fourth person received his award in 2009 when he harvested his “Bonus Animal” - A
Tule Elk. He had already taken an antelope so he replaced a species credit Pacific Hybrid
Deer with a record book Elk. He never harvested a book Pacific Hybrid Deer. Plus, his island
hog only measured 18-6/16instead of 20-0/16 inches.
The fifth person received his award in 2011 when he harvested his “Bonus Animal”- A Roosevelt’s Elk. He had already taken an antelope so he replaced a species credit Catalina Island Goat with a record book Elk. He never harvested a book goat.
The sixth person received his award in 2013 when he harvested his Record Book Mule
Deer. He used the reclassification rule and harvested both species of hogs from Santa Cruz
Island. He harvested his first Santa Cruz Island Hog in 1990. Then he harvested his mainland
hog from Santa Cruz Island in 2003 after the Island was reclassified. He never had to harvest a true mainland Hog from the mainland of California.
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To add to the controversies of the D Category Whitney Hill Award- In 2013 a majority of committee members voted to take the fifth persons award away from him. They said he could not use his elk
as a substitute for an island animal. His D category award was stripped from him and an E category
award was given instead. The new rule is – A” bonus animal cannot be used to substitute for any of the
three island animals.” This is totally wrong on many levels. You don’t give an award to someone and
then take it away because of a mistake that you made. That new rule is as unfair as it can be.
Five people can use the bonus animals and one person can’t. If you look at the people who used
the “special circumstances” to receive the D category Whitney Hill award, they all have served as committee members to the Big Game Club. The other person has never served as a committee member
and they took his award away! The island hogs were reclassified as mainland hogs because some of the
people with permission to hunt Santa Cruz Island after it was closed were committee members.
The D Category Whitney Hill Award is the grand slam award for those people who were lucky
enough to hunt the islands before they closed. The average time the recipients have devoted to
achieve this award is 26 years. It is quite a task to harvest twelve different species, including all three
island species, and it is a greater task to harvest animals that meet the record book minimums.
Right now, there are 46 members who have harvested all three species of island animals but only have
two species that make book. Eight of those members are senior members who have harvested at least
10 species already. For them, the D category award is within reach but the committee will not let them
use bonus animals to reach their goal. My stance is- even if the hunter only has one book island animal
but has harvested all three species, they should be allowed to compete for a D category award also.
The hunter who only has one book island species would have to take an antelope, an elk and the bighorn sheep to compensate, and all three species would have to make book. I know of only one person
who has drawn all three limited draw animals. The bad thing is, his antelope missed the record book
minimum by less than 1 inch. Maybe those eight senior members should lobby to become committee
members!!!
This D category award should be ranked at 12-9 period. The hunter must have harvested all three island species to qualify for the award-period. If they are lucky enough to harvest more than one limited
draw animal, then give them the D category award. This has been my stance from day one and I was
kicked off the committee, and my measuring chairmanship was taken away because of my stance. To
all of the Big Game Club members. There is supposed to be an open meeting at the State Broadhead
for everyone to voice their opinions. Tell them you don’t agree with the inconsistent rule that says,
“You cannot substitute a bonus animal for an island animaI.”It is biased and wrong. Let’s be consistent!!! Maybe you will be the next member to achieve the D Category Whitney Hill Award.

We have concluded the CalNASP State Virtual Tournament for 2016. We would like to thank all the schools that participated.
View the results!
This year the top boy and girl archer are:
Manly Arvizo, a 12th grader at Sultana High School in San Bernardino County came in as the top boy shooter and top overall
shooter in the state competition with a score of 290 points out of a possible score of 300. Manly came in second in last year's
tournament. Manly is planning to enter the Marine Corps after graduation, so when he is not practicing archery, he focuses on
physical fitness training. Manly is also a member of his school's Outdoor Club and enjoys a variety of outdoor pursuits.
Melissa Osorio, an 11th grader from Kearny High School in San Diego County, is the top girl shooter for the second year in a row
with a score of 284 out of a possible 300. Melissa also came in second place as overall shooter in the tournament. When Melissa
is not practicing archery, she enjoys spending time with her friends, playing tennis or watching movies. Read the press release.

Sincerely,
Lesa Johnston
CalNASP Coordinator
California Department of Fish and Wildlife
www.wildlife.ca.gov
916.322.8933

June 4th & 5th

PRE-REGISTRATION: postmarked by June 14 th
Mail registration form and check to:
Cougar Mountain Archers, Inc.
14717 Mosswood Ln.
Grass Valley, CA 95945
REGISTRATION: shoot day 7-8:30 AM

CBH-NFAA CARDS REQUIRED OR SHOOT GUEST

SHOOT TIME: 9:00 AM
If you are unable to attend, registration fees will be returned
upon written request. Refund requests must be postmarked
by June 28, 2016. $2.00 processing fee.
42 Raglin 3-D targets
Marked yardages; two arrows, scoring 11, 10, 8
Traditional shoots 50 yards or less
Sat. 6/18, blind-draw money shoot 1 to 4 PM
Dinner available Saturday night
Breakfast, hot lunch and refreshments available
Sunday. Clout shoots available
Pets must be kept on leash
Dry camping available on the range
No alcohol allowed on the range
For questions, call Julie (530) 228-0416,
Marilyn (530) 675-0461 or Darryl (530) 990-0429
or view: www.cougarmountainarchers.com
Follow the map, do not use a GPS going through
Dobbins.

Guest

Long Bow

Recurve

CLASS
Barebow

Bowhunter FS
Limited

Bowhunter
Freestyle

Bowhunter

Freestyle
Limited

Freestyle

Pee Wee

Cub

STYLE

Youth

Young Adult

Adult

Senior

AGE
Master Senior

Name

SEX

Female

Email:

Male

REGISTRATION

day of shoot
CBH GUEST
$21
$24
$32
$35
$37
$40
$10
$13
$ 5
$ 8
FREE

NFAA/CBH
A,B or C

pre-registration
CBH GUEST
Adult/Senior (55-64); Master Sr. (65+)
$18
$21
Husband & Wife
$29
$32
Family (parent w/children 18 & under)
$34
$37
Young adult (15-17); youth (12-14)
$ 7
$10
Cub (7-11)
$ 4
$ 7
Pee Wee (6 & under)
FREE
$1 per shooter will be donated to CBH Legislative Defense Fund

Total Fee

FEE

FEE

CBH/SAA

Artherton (CBH/SAA News)
1256 W. Lathrop Rd. 121
Manteca, CA 95336-9671

Date

Club

Event

Mkt

Targ

Ar
s

Addl

Tele

04/30 - 5/1 Fresno Field Archers

Safari

Marked 60

2

3D & Paper

559-338-3301

5/1

Mojave Archers

Snake Shoot Invitational

Marked 42

1

Mojavearchers.com/ 760-217-1057
Paper & 3D

5/1

Paradise Bowhunters

Mike Martin Annual 3-D

Marked 42

2

530-327-7800

5/6 - 5/8

Straight Arrow Bow
Hunters

Western Classic & NFAA Nat'l

Marked 70

2

530-348-2135

5/7

King's Mountian Archers

KMA 3-D

UnMrk

15

2

info@kingsmountain
archers.org

5/7

Bowhunters Unlimited

President's Shoot

UnMrk
d

28

2

bhuarchers.org

5/7

Cherry Valley Bowhunters

North American

both

42

1

951-845-2754

5/8

Mother's Day

5/14

Riverside Archers

Bucks in Rut Nightime Edition

UnMrk
d

20

1

SATURDAY NIGHT
SHOOT/STARTS AT
DUSK

5/14-5/15

CBH/SAA

Small Game Club Tilapia Shoot

5/14-5/15

Conejo Valley Archers

Pacific Coast Traditional Chal- 50
lenage

5/14

Yahi Bowmen

Spring Fling 3-D

28

5/15

Yahi Bowmen

Bill Sullivan Traditional

UnMrk
d

5/15
5/22

408-807-9418

209-345-4762
28

3

Pasadena Roving Archers Oaktree

Marked 42

2

Ishi Archers

Youth Shoot

Marked 42

2

530-528-2375

5/28 - 5/29 CBH/SAA

State Broadhead

UnMrk
d

6/4 -6/5

CBH/SAA

Carp shoot-Lake Isabella

6/4-6/5

Navada County Sportsman's Club

June Shoot

2

530-264-5131

Marked 42

3D

209-345-4762

JOIN TODAY! http://www.cbhsaa.net/join.html

